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Title word cross-reference

\[3 \text{ [BDOP95, Fah96].} \  T \text{ [Cun97].} \  T^M \text{ [IKY}+\text{00].} \  \eta \text{ [PF99].} \  E^3 \text{ [CLMP95].} \]

1980s [Mes91]. 1999 [Gue00].

2 [BFFL97, BR89, GS97a, Hel93, LF91]. 2-D [LF91]. 2D [CYL95, DT98].

3 [AAFG94, RPB91]. 3-D [RPB91]. 365 [Han00, Le600]. 3D [LCLL97, WB95b].

510 [ES92, WCB91].

64-bit [KG97].

77 [SF93].

abstract [NHZ96], abstractions [KAS98]. Accelerated [GH95], accelerator [HBKR96], access [CDD97, HAFY00, PH00a]. Accurate [JDZW99], Achievements [Fox91a], ACM [Fox00a, Fox00b, Fox00c], across [GS98, vL99]. Action [MK93, DD94], Ada [BT93], adaptation [SB99], Adaptive [BS91, HM98, KB98, Lap92, RGSB94, CYL95, CD99, CH99, DW97, HBG00, LZM97, LL95, LL99, WB95a, SBS93], address [BDL00, KSN97]. Advanced [MBF*90], advection [Ber94], advection-diffusion [Ber94], advisory [CQ95], aerial [ND94], Aeroelastic [SW91], Aerospace [HWPG92], Age [Fox89], Agent [BMR*00, XW00], agents [KB98].
Aircraft [TV90, KWB+99]. Ajents [ICB00]. Algebra.[Dem91, CDW96, CBW94, WKE98].

Algebraic [SS98, MPR95]. Algorithm [ALV+91, AH91, CSTM02, KK90, SBBG89, ST92, TV90, WHE90, AD95, AMVA95, CH98, CE95, Cho98, CYL95, CB98, DV94, HBE98, JT96, KSK00, LREN97, LSFG97, LL95, LL99, MRR+96, WB95b, WU95, vGW97].

Algorithms [BC91, BSS91, GRS+97, LF91, MF92, MF93, WI91, AGMM94, AW97, CH99, DM98, GM00, GHSJ98, JPK98, LAM96, MBBF94, MFG94, MFG96, MGA00, NA96, SB99, XMML95, CDW94].

Allocating [MF92, MF94]. allocation [KSN97, MMN95, NR94]. alternating [Lin97]. AMT [CBW94, WCB91]. Analysis [Hel93, JR92, KMT93, MT91, SBB92, MF93, TDD93, AFH98, ARS00, BGZ97, Cla97, DV94, FSDC99, GLV96, JT96, LP00, LF98, PH00b, SS94, Tog97, Tog98, YL98, ZPF99].

analytical [WDT+99]. animation [LCLL97]. Annealing [KK90, PdOG99].

Annotating [HAKN97, JK00]. annotation [ANH00]. annotation-aware [AN00]. announce [CRS98]. announce-listen [CRS98]. anti [LLL98]. anti-tasks [LLL98].

applets [KKK98, GP98]. Application [GP93, RCZM91, SCL97, VBFW91, ABC+00, CBW94, CPM00, DM96, RR96, WRMB98, HWPG92]. Application-level [SCL97]. Applications [BKTJ92, BGL92, Rin98, SW91, SBB92, vR89, Bak99b, BGZ97, Ben00, BC00, CLFH99, DAB97, EAK00, ICB00, Kar99, Kea99, KSAC95, LK96, MLF97, XLD97, Bak99a]. Apply [WDW91].

approach [Dav97, RG00, TBK94].

Approaches [ALV+91, DCGC92, CC97a, PS00b].

Approximate [Lap92, PRA00].

Architecture [MBF+90, AB98, ARS00, CE00, EE95, JH00, JCS98, LAM96, WLR+00].

Architectures [GOJ89, MPS93, PDH91, VBFW91, ACF99, BN00, KSAC95, WA99, YTP95]. area [BFFL97, vNMB+00]. Argus [Ba92].

Ariadne [MR98b]. ARMI [WBR97]. Array [ES92, WDW91, Fid97, LP00]. Arrays [Woo91, Zom92, ZM92]. ARS [CSS98].

Aspects [Bak99c, GGS00]. Assembled [SBS93]. Assignment [DCGC92, AD95].

Asynchronous [WRB97]. atmospheric [KSS+96, LF98]. Atomic [MK93].

Author [Ano95, Ano96, Ano97, Ano98, Leo00].

Automata [Han93b]. automatable [MJC99]. automated [Wei99]. Automatic [SS97, CCCL97, CP98, vRvGS97].

Automatically [BG97a]. Autopilot [TV90]. Averaging [MRCH+93]. avoiding [HBG00]. aware [ARS97, ANH00].

BACI [BCB00]. backpropagation [AB98]. balance [RG00]. balanced [BAGGB99, EE95].

Balancing [Boi90, Wil91, AGMM94, CYL95, HBE98, MO95, MG00, Nak99, RR97, SS97, Tahr94, Tog98, V098, WB95a, WU97, XMML95].

bandwidth [WRMB98]. Based [FFH+93]. Ada91, AFH98, AISS97, AW97, AR94. Bak00, BBC+97, BMR+00, CMM+97, CF96, CCI+97, CSS98, CPM00, Cum97, DM96. DF97, DAB97, DTY91, Gs92, Gs98, HO98, HAFY00, HV99, JA98, KABG+91, Lin97, LCLL97, PSS97, RM91, SRW+00, SHGD98, TBBK94, WJC93, Wu97, XW00, YC98].

Basic [BH92, CDW96]. Bayanihan [SHW98]. BBN [SMC92]. beam [VSKN96].

behaviour [CP95]. Benchmark [AAB+93, AH91, MR98a, BSW+00, Cum97].

Benchmarking [BR89, DBRF96, MBB+90].

 Benchmarks [AAB+93, HHGW95].

benefits [BRTK94]. best [MJC99].

between [AW97, Kar98, LLL95].

Beyond [ALCG95, Phi00a]. binary [PH00a].

Biological [GWP93]. bisection [BV97, BS94a]. bit [KS00, KG97].
bit-rate [KSK00]. Blade [CFMP91].
BLAS
[AAFG94, BG97b, CDW96, CGM+97].
Branch-and-Bound [SBBG89]. Bridging [Kar98, RCZM91]. browser [CS97].
bytecode [BG98, Cla97]. bytecodes [CL97b, GTV98, HAKN97].

C [Han00, Le00, Ada91, BB00, Dem98, KPO00]. C/C [KPO00]. CACAO [KG97].
caches [BRTK94]. Caching [PFS+93].
CAD [KSAC95]. calculate [LP00].
Calculations [Wil91, VSKN96]. calculus [MJ96].
Caltech [Fox89]. capabilities [ZK99]. CAPE [NHM91]. care [BCF+97].
Carlo [MR96, SK00, VSKN96]. case [AGD97, Br00, GFS99, HHKP97, UTS00].
Cedar [EHJ+93]. cell [RIST00, SMC92, Wal90]. Cellular [Han93b].
characteristics [BN00]. Characterizing [Wal90].
Cholesky [CH99, DD00, GS97a].
circulation [LF98]. class [CHMZ94, JK00].
classes [SS98]. Claus [BA98]. client [Kar99].
Cluster [BC91, BRSR93, DTY91, KB98, SS94].
clustering [EK97, SCM95]. clusters [AM00b, BGKR99, Phi00a, Tog97, Tog98, ZHS99].
CM [DBRF96, Hel93]. CM-2 [Hel93]. CM-5 [DBRF96].
co-ordination [Kea99, OP99, PD99].
coarse [BBC+97, HHKP97]. Code

[SMC92, Wal90, HM98, LF98, SSS98, SK00]. codes [HASnP00]. coding [KSK00].
collaboration [CC7b, DAB97].
Collaborative
[KK97, BCF+97, LCLI97, RBF98].
Collective [BI98]. collectors [Pfi00a].
coloring [GM00]. COLT [OP99]. Combat [WHF+89]. Comes [Fox89].
tactical [Bak99b]. COMMS1 [HHGW95].
Communicating [Ada91, JL95].
Communicating-sequential-processes-based [Ada91].
Communication [CDL+93, HPPF94, HR92, YC98, ACF99, BI98, BS94b, CDR99, DBRF96, DHSS99, EAK00, FTT97, GHSJ98, Hin97, PS00b, WC00].
communication/computation [CDR99].
Communications [DHN93, ZK99].
Comparative [SCM95, ZZ93, VNL98].
Comparison
[AM91, CBW94, PFS+93, CMF97, hSM97].
compendium [MMN95]. Competitive [CPV93].
Compilation
[SBW91, CCCL97, vRvGS97]. Compile [CS95, SS97]. Compile-time [CS95, SS97].
compiled [NM00]. Compiler
[JJ92, ADG96, BVG97, HM98, Hin97, IKY+00, KG97, WCC99].
compiler-generated [Hin97].
compiler-parallelized [HM98]. Compilers
[KLW93]. compiling [HNS97a]. complete [SU96].
Complex [PG00]. complexity [VNL98]. component [SHGD98, WKE98].
component-based [SHGD98]. Composing [GS99]. composition
[EAK00, PD99, SRW+00]. compositional [AGW97]. compressible [LL96].
compression [JT96]. Computation
[BF92a, Fox91b, GOJ89, Lap92, WCB91, Zom92, ZM92, CCCL97, Cun97, DBRF96, GHSJ98, LGFK99, MJ96, WF97].
Computational
[Han93a, Han93b, Hoc95, AGD97, Fox97a, Fox97b].
Computations
[Fox89, Ger90, MF92, AFH98, CSS98, CHMZ94, HHKP97, JJ96, WG95].
Computer [AAB\\^+93, BH92, CP92, Hel93, ZS93, BV00, BN00, DM98, GRS\^+97, GLV96, HKS\^97, Kon99, WKE98]. Computers [Bru92, CSTG92, CPV93, DHN93, Dem91, JI92, MBF\^+90, Bat91, BGKR99, CDW94, Cho98, DD97, HHGW95, JI96, LRL97, PdOG99, Pir97, hSM97, XMML95]. Computing [Bak99a, Bak99c, Cor98, Fox89, Fox91a, FFH\^+93, HV93, HWPG92, Mes91, Sun90, AISS97, ASLV95, BKKK98, BCF\^+97, HV93, HWPG92, Mes91, Sun90, AISS97, ASLV95, BKKK98, BCF\^+97, BBC\^+97, BAGGB99, CKV98, CMM\^+97, CFLH99, CCI\^+97, DR99, Fer98, FS98, FF97, Fox98, GS92, GS97b, GS98, HLA95, Han94b, HPPF94, HBRKR96, HM95, KB98, MM98, MKD99, NB\^+90, RPL96, SH98, SBD\^+96, SMS00, TDB98, TSV94, W90, YTL97, ZTLV98, ZHS99, RSH97].

conceptual [UTS00]. Concurrency [Han00, Le00, KR96]. Concurrent [AM00a, ALV\^+91, CSTG92, PR92, RIST00, CDW94, Cho98, GS92, GS97b, GS98, HLA95, Han94b, HPPF94, HBRKR96, HM95, KB98, MM98, MKD99, NB\^+90, RPL96, SH98, SBD\^+96, SMS00, TDB98, TSV94, W90, YTL97, ZTLV98, ZHS99, RSH97].


Experience [BT93, JM89, SSS98, Han00, Leô00, Rin98].

Experiences [BFLL97, BMT96, GWP93, HM95, SBD+96, WGC93]. Experiment [PR92, FGN+98, SS96]. Experimental [VO98, B199, DM96, LZF96, MGG00].


Extended [HDF00]. extending [TY00]. extensible [SHW98]. Extension [Ada91].

extensions [CFZ+98]. extrapolation [RR97].

F [Han00, Leô00]. F90 [WCC99]. F90/ HPF [WCC99], Factor [ALV+91, AMV95, CH99]. factorization [DD00, GS97a, MP96]. Fail [KRS96].

Fail-safe [KRS96]. Falcon [GESV98]. family [MP96]. Farm [MP93, FDC99]. farms [MR98b]. Fast [BS94a, MP92, CE95]. faster [Han94a].


FFT’s [GT98]. file [BRTK94]. files [JK00, MLF97]. filesystem [GS98].

financial [Kea96, Kea99]. fine [LFA98, PH00a, The96]. fine-grain [LFA98, The96]. fine-grained [PH00a].

finite [CYL95]. First [BC00]. Flagship [MK93]. flawed [Pug90]. Flexible [SHPT00, GAM+00]. FLITE3D [BMT96].

Flow [MO91, Wil89, HW96, RIST00]. Flows [AMP+91, LL96]. Fluid [AMP+91, Wil89, AGD97, Pir97].

footprinting [LA95]. formal [BSP00, PHD91]. Fornerax [HO98]. Fortran [ADG96, BP92, CWB94, EHJ+93, FLQZ97, KLW93, KP91, SF93, SSG97]. Fortran-77 [SF93]. Fortran-to-Java [FLQZ97].

Fourier [Fur96]. Fourier-Motzkin [Fur96]. fractal [JT96]. Fracturing [NHMW91].

Framework [Sun90, CMM+97, CFLH99, DW97, Kea99, LP00, NR94, SHW98, SU96, TMN+98, TDB00, WG95, WCC99]. Free [CSTG92, Nas99]. front [SHGD98].

front-end [SHGD98]. fully [EE95].

functional [HHL95]. fuzzy [EKR97].

G [LTH+99]. Gain [GWP93]. Galactica [CDMW94]. gap [Kar98]. garbage [Phi00a]. Garcia [Han00, Leô00]. Gate [Woo91].

Gate-level [Woo91]. Gateway [HAFY00].

GEC [RIST00]. General [AAB+93, CGM+97, DM98, FF97, LF98].

generalized [ZK99]. generated [Hin97].

Generation [HWPG92, LCM97]. generator [CP98]. generic [FDC99, HSvdL+96, MJC99]. Genesis [AAB+93, HHGW95].

geometric [AD95, MF94]. geophysically [BGKR99].

geophysical [JPK98]. Global [BWA94, DHN93, Lap92, SBBG98, AISS97, CRS98, JJ96, NKB+00, S95, W97, WX00].

GLU [JDA97]. gradient [Han08]. grain [BBC+97, LFA98, The96].

grained [HHKP97, PH00a]. Grande [Fox00a, Fox00b, Fox00c].

granular [JDA97]. Graph [Bo90, RM91, GM00].

Graphs [HS90]. Grid [HWPG92, DW97, LSF97, LK96].

Grids [HWPG92, HB90]. group [JCS98].

groups [WMC98].

H [AM00b, LTH+99]. H-SWEB [AM00b].

Habanero [DAB97]. halo [PRA00].

halos [Ben00]. Handling [Ada91]. Handwritten [JMM90]. Hardware [Gra91].

harmonic


Jacobi [GvdGV97]. Jacobians [ZM92].
Jade [Rin98]. Jaguar [WC00]. Japanese [JMM90]. Java [Fox00a, Fox00b, Fox00c, CCF+97, AFH98, AIS97, AGD97, ANH00, Bak00, BKKK98, BCF+97, BG97a, BVG97, BG97b, BS98, BDP+98, BDV+98, BK97, BSW+00, CKV98, CZF+98, CGJ+00, CFKL00, CDD97, CCCI97, CvE00, CC97b, CCI+97, CL97a, CL97b, Cla97, Cow98, Dav97, Dem98, DF97, DAB97, EKR97, Fer98, FTT97, Fox96a, Fox96b, FF97, FLQZ97, Fox98, GHH98, GPO98, GTV98, GS97b, HO98, HNS97a, HW90, HN00, HYY98, HAK97, HNS97b, IKY+00, ICB90, JPK98, JK98, KB98, KP98, MLF97, NM00, PH90a, PS00a, PZ97, PG00, PHN00, Pug00, RWB97, RBF98, RSH97, SHW98, SS98, SRW+00, SSB97, SHGD98, Sta00, TMN+98, TDB90, WC97, WC00, Y98, YSP+98, YC97, YTY00, ZT98].


JavaScript [DF97]. JavaVM [KG97]. Javelin [CC+97, NBK+00]. Javia [CvE00].

JET [PSS97]. JNI [GGS00]. JNII-wrapped [GGS00]. Job [HS90, vL99]. jobs [YQ95].

join [ARS99, BMAT97]. JPVM [F98].

JSPICE [SHGD98]. JTED [Cow98]. Just [CL97a, KG97, IKY+00]. Just-in-time [CL97a, KG97, IKY+00]. JWarp [BS98].


knapsack [MR+96]. knowledge [DM96]. knowledge-based [DM96]. KSR1 [CB96].

Kutta [RR99].

L [Han90, Le00, BDOP95]. Label [Mir91]. Laboratory [DF97]. language [BDOP95, FF97, GS98, Han94b, LAKL00, LHMZ00, Per92, RR96, VNL98, vRvGS97].

Languages [DRW90, BR00, Phi00b, SU96].

LAPACK [Dem91]. Large [JPK98, JMM90, LL96, ST92, Wal90, WCB91, ASLV95, DD94, KSN97, MP95].

Large-scale [JPK98, JMM90, LL96, ST92, Wal90, MP95]. latency [CDMW94, Tog97, WRMB98]. Lattice [BRSR93]. leaks [PS00a]. León [Han90].

Letter [Han90]. Level [Bru92, Fox89]. BDOP95, BG97b, Gor93, HHKP97, JDA97, KAS98, OP99, SCL97, Woo91. CM+97.

Levels [MK93]. libraries [BDP+98, CDD97, GHM98, GSS90, Han90, HN00, Le00, RSLG99]. Library [Dem91, BS98, PD99, PS00b, SGB97]. like [CGJ+00]. limitations [HN00]. Linda [BWA94, LA95, TDB90]. line [GESV98, ZM92].


LU-decomposition [van90]. Lyapunov [CH99].

Machine [JM89, RM91, ANH00, WB95b, YTY00, AM91, Ber94, MT91, SW91, ZS93]. Machines [BS91, ST92, TDD93, AGW97, CHB98, CP98, HHKP97, Han94a, LFA98, YC98].
multidisciplinary [KWB+99]. Multilevel [Gra91, BS94a, GAM+00]. Multiparadigm [FS98]. multiple [CS95, CF96, vL99].
Multiplication [CDW94, Cho98, HLJHZ94, LSF97, vdGW97]. multiply [TSH98].
multiprocessing [The96]. Multiprocessor [ABMR91, BP92, BR93, CDL+93, KK90,
Lap92, LDP98, RP91, ZW93, ARS99, ARS00, GOM00, YTP95].
Multiprocessors [SBW91, Whe90, Whe91, dMP92, AG98,
CH99, DD94, KSN97, MF94, XLD97].
Multiprogramming [LDP89].
Multiresolution [Nak99, LZM97].
multistage [The96]. multithread [CS95, ZG98]. multithreaded [BG97b].
MUSCL [LL96].
N [HNS97a]. N3S [LL96]. N3S-MUSCL [LL96]. NanosCompiler [GAM+00].
Native [GS98, HSvdL+96, BG97b, GHM98].
Native-language-based [GS98].
natural [WF97]. NCSA [MLF97]. NCUBE [JMM90]. nCUBE2 [GH95]. Near [Whe91].
Nearest [XML95]. Nearest-neighbor [XML95]. neighbor [XML95]. nested
[PRA00]. net [CB96, CDW94]. Nets [Gor93].
Network [GS92, HTM91, JMM90, MBS91, NQ93, The96, ZW93, Zim91, AB98,
ARS00, BFFL97, BKKK98, Cor98, Fer98, Fox98, GS98, NA96, TSV94, TSS98, ZK99].
Network-based [GS92]. networked [CQ95, HM95, RR+99, WJH+97].
Networks [CPV93, AGMM94, BV00, CD99, DHS99, LAKL00, RGSB94, TDB00, Wei99].
Neural [CPV93, JMM90, AGMM94, CB96, TSV94].
network [RIST00]. Nexus [FTT97, TKKN94]. Ninflet [TMN+98]. No
[GWP93]. Nodes [MF92]. non
[BRTK94, SCM95, hSM97]. non-clustering [SCM95]. non-periodic [hSM97].
non-volatile [BRTK94]. nonlinear
[LGFK99]. notation [BSP00]. note
[BG97b]. Notebook [WJH+97]. NOWs [BR00]. numbers [PG00]. Numerical
[AMP+91, ES92, Pir97, BDP+98, CDD97, SS98, HS94].
O [WC00]. Object
[CFKL00, Epp91, Gue00, TBBK94, ACF99,
BDV+98, CHK91, CSS98, HY98, JS00,
JCS98, Lin97, Phi00b, PD99, UTS00].
Object-based [TBBK94, CSS98].
Object-oriented [Epp91, Gue00, ACF99,
CH91, Phi00b, PD99]. object-relational
[Uts00]. Objects [LF91, CE00, HW00,
JA98, JL95, PZ97, TNN+98]. observing
[JJ96]. Occam [Hoa91]. Occam2 [ST89].
Ocean [Wal00]. OdinMP [BB00].
OdinMP/CCp [BB00]. On-line
[JM92, GESV98]. One [Mes91]. onto
[ZS93]. Open [FFH+93, Sta00]. OpenMP
[ABC+00, BN00, Bri00, BC00, BB00,
GAM+00, HSNp00, KO00, SHPT00,
SK00, Wal00]. OpenMP/MPI [SK00].
Operating [ABMR91, SBBG89, WHF+89,
TKKN94, vL99]. operation [Cun97].
operational [SBD+96]. operations
[BI98, HDF00]. Optimal
[JJ00, TV90, HBE98]. optimisation
[CB98, GRS+97]. Optimization
[KLW93, MF92, CF97, HAKN97, LF98,
PH00b, SS98]. optimizations
[AMVA95, CL97a, IKY+00, WC99].
optimizer [Clause]. Optimizing
[Ben00, BK97, CL97b]. Opus [LHZM00].
ordering [PRA00]. Ordinary [Kon99].
ordination [Kea99, OP99, PD99].
organization [HD96]. oriented
[ACF99, CCHK91, DAV97, Epp91, Gue00,
LcSGS97, Phi00b, PD99]. Origin2000
[Bri00]. out-of-core [DD00]. Outer
[SF93, Cun97]. outer-product [Cun97].
overheads [SS94]. overlap [Cun97].
overlapped [KK90]. overlapping
[GHJ98]. Overrelaxation [dR93].
overview [AHS93, Per92].
P [LTH +99, BDOP95, Fah96]. **Package** [HS90, CSS98]. **Pain** [GWP93]. **pair** [Lil95]. **Paradigm** [Wil92, BBC +97]. **paradigms** [CF96]. **PARADOX** [WB95b]. **Paragon** [hSM97]. **Parallel** [AMB +93, AH91, AR94, BC91, Bal92, BKTJ92, BS94d, BV97, BH92, BMAT97, BS94b, Bru92, CPV93, CP92, CGM +97, CH99, CB96, Dag92, DRW90, DCGC92, DT98, DHH93, DMM98, FHC98, Fox89, Fox91a, GOM00, Gor93, HKSK97, Han93b, H90, HWPG92, Hel93, Kea96, KMT93, KK90, KP91, LNN97, LGFK99, LZM96, LZZM97, MPR95, MK93, MF93, MW98, Mes91, MPS93, MGG00, ND94, Per92, RM91, RR99, SBBG89, SB99, SSSB92, Sun90, TDD93, Tog97, Tog98, TSH98, VBFW91, Wal90, WF97, WKE98, Whe90, Wil89, ZP99, DR93, Ahm95b, Ahm95a, AW97, AAFG94, AG98, BDOP95, Bak00, BFLL07, BN00, BR00, BSS98, BSE +99, CP95, CC97a, CZF +98, CCCL97, CT00, CF96, CDW96, Cho98, CCI +97, CYL95, CD99, CWB94, CB98, Cow98, CQ95, Cun97, DD94, DD00]. **parallel** [DF97, DR99, DM98, DW97, EE95, Fah96, Fer98, FSDC99, FF97, GM00, GRS +97, GLV96, GMH98, GARR00, GJGC96, GESV98, Han94b, HHLM95, HD96, HG99, HSvdL +96, HM95, HHA96, ICB00, JKP98, JD97, JN96, KB98, KSS +96, KSK00, Koo99, LL96, LAKL00, LF97, Lin97, LTH +99, LF98, MR98b, MP96, MRR +96, MCB +99, MJ96, NH96, NA96, NQ93, NASW98, PdOG99, PIR97, RPL96, RG00, SSM00, SSS98, SU96, hSM97, SS96, TMN +98, TDB00, TFB94, VLN98, Wad99, WG95, WDT +99, XML95, XLD07, XW00, YC98, vNMB +00, vRvGS97, CDW94, Gra91, JN92, ZHS99]. **Parallel-Processing** [SSB92]. **parallelisation** [MJC99]. **parallelising** [BMT96]. **Parallelism** [MB91, RSLCG99, WJ92, BG7a, BR00, DH96, GAM +00, HM98, KBW +99, LFA98, SHPT00, Han90, Lo600]. **Parallelization** [LK96, SF93, BG98, CLMP95]. **parallelized** [HM98]. **Parallelizing** [VSKN96, WWD92, W92, ADG96]. **parameterized** [Fur96]. **parameters** [SS97, ZP99]. **ParaPART** [CT00]. **PARLOG** [ST89]. **PARSE** [GJGC96]. **Passing** [TDB00, Bak00, BWM98, CGJ +00, CPV93, CS98, CH99, DHH93, DD97, GGS00, Han00, Kar98, KSAC95, KK90, Le90, PS00b, RRA99, RSL99, WRM98]. **passing/shared** [LZM96]. **patterns** [EAK00, PS00a]. **PB** [CDW96]. **PB-BLAS** [CDW96]. **PDE** [WB95a]. **PDEs** [HHA96]. **6000** [BRSR93]. **860** [BH92, HHGW95]. **authentication** [Sch99]. **Balance** [AH91]. **computation** [CDR99]. **CORBA-based** [SRW +00]. **DSM** [YC97]. **ESP** [WGC93]. **HPC** [BDV +98]. **HPF** [WCC99]. **IP** [DHS99]. **Java** [BBC +97]. **MPI** [SK00]. **NASA** [DTY91]. **shared-memory** [LZM96]. **Performance** [AB98, AGMM94, AH91, ARS00, BH92, BN00, BRK94, BWM98, GS97a, He93, HNN00, HY98, JT96, JR92, LF98, NA96, NM00, PFS +93, SM92, hSM97, WJ93, Wal90, WRF +89, Wil91, ALC95, AFH98, AR94, BS94b, BDV +98, BGKR99, BS +00, CL97a, CS97, CV94, Dem91, DBR96, DD07, DM98, Fah96, Fox98, FFH +93, GMH98, GFS99, HV93, HPPF94, HBKR96, HAsP00, HHA96, JK00, JZ97W99, MR98a, NH92, RPL96, SBD +96, SK00, SSG97, VNL98, WDT +99, YC98, YSP +98, Z94]. **periodic** [EE95, hSM97]. **Person** [Mes91]. **Personal** [Hoa91, BV90, ZTLV98]. **Petri** [Gor93]. **Physical** [Fox91b, MF92]. **physics**
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